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Abstract. Background: Model-Driven Development (MDD) has increased.
However, MDD still has some lacks that becomes hard the entire adoption of
the paradigm. On the other hand, Formal Methods (FM) has been applied in
a lot of areas inside Software Engineering once they are mathematically based
techniques for the specification, analysis and development of software systems,
increasing software quality.
Aim/Research Question: This paper aims to answer this research question:
How and how much MDD and FM have been associated in research? Answer-
ing that delivered a diagnostic report about this research field status.
Method: A literature review was conducted following Mapping Studies princi-
ples.
Conclusions: This research field has increased along the years, what shows
promising results and cross-fertilizing benefits when these research fields are
associated.
Contribution: An indication of research direction for Software Engineering
area in the present and next years.

1. Introduction
Model-Driven Development (MDD) has increased. It consists in a new prescriptive model
of software development process [Pressman 2010, Graciano Neto and de Oliveira 2013]
where models are the first class citizens [Sendall and Kozaczynski 2003,
Amrani et al. 2012].

However, MDD still has some lacks that becomes hard the entire adoption of the
paradigm to generate software in industry using exclusively this fashion, for instance:

1. the difficulties to automatically generate the entire software (a part is still manually
generated),

2. the problems to validate model transformations once they are code as other pro-
grams and suffer from the same classic problems of Verification and Validation
activities,
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3. techniques and tools to check the models and assure their conformance against
their respective metamodels, and so on.

On the other hand, Formal Methods has been applied in a lot of areas inside Soft-
ware Engineering, specially in the critical systems area as avionics, health and militar,
where errors can not be found.

Formal Methods are welcome once they are mathematically based techniques for
the specification, analysis and development of software systems. Correctness of software
systems can be improved by formalising different products and processes in the life-cycle,
enabling rigorous analysis of the system properties [Oquendo 2006].

Thus this paper presents a literature review conducted following Mapping Study
principles [Petersen et al. 2008, Kitchenham et al. 2010] to evaluate how Formal Meth-
ods could be associated to MDD. This could be a way to benefit and make it possible
to construct and assure MDD artifacts quality and to become the use of Formal Methods
more abstract, high-level, and human-readable.

The remainder of this paper presents some background in section 2, the research
methodology in section 3, results in section 4, and some conclusions and future work in
section 5.

2. Background
Several models are used to express the concepts of a knowledge domain for which a
software is built. There are specific models for each phase of the software development
process. The requirements model is used as input for discussion and production of archi-
tecture/design models. These models are considered for structuring the source code and
the source code is the input for test cases specification. In fact, software development
process is a succession of models transformations[Graciano Neto et al. 2010].

Model-Driven Development (MDD) is a software production process based on
MDA (Model-Driven Architecture), a model-centered approach, where models, meta-
models, and plugabble transformations are stored in cartridges that should be changed
against a model transformer to produce many different kinds of software products in many
technology flavors from a same source model.

MDE appeared after as an evolution of MDA and MDD to denote an complete
process composed by methods, tools, technologies and principles that should be followed
in the entire software development process to produce software as a sequence of model
transformations.

MDE followed the natural evolution of any technology. It emerged as a coding
activity in the software development life cycle. However, the principles started to be
migrated by the software development team for the earliest moments of the software de-
velopment life cycle as requirements engineering, software architecture definition and so
on [Junior and Winck 2006], originating a totally new software development life cycle,
as happened with aspects, agents, components, and tests, creating paradigms as Aspect
Oriented Software Development/Engineering, Agent-Oriented Software Engineering and
so on.

For simplicity, this paper uses MDD as the acronym to denote every sort of model-
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driven technologies and acronyms.

MDD lives a deadlock. Tools and promising technologies as Eclipse Model-
ing Framework1 and Kermeta [Manset et al. 2006] have been developed to support the
MDD process. However, some studies have reported that MDD is not still mature
[Westfechtel 2010] once some difficulties has been faced as:

1. The total automation is still a legend in most cases. Manual code addition is still
necessary in a lot of model transformations;

2. Models are not enoughly expressive to cover every aspect of a software represen-
tation;

3. Model Transformations code is big and its production is still error-prone
[Gonzalez and Cabot 2012]. Validation relies on the traditional software develop-
ment techniques and the lack of validation techniques of models and model trans-
formations are critical barriers to a wide industrial adoption [Baudry et al. 2010];

4. There is no guarantees that the software produced has quality and it is the expected
result comparing it to one that could be manually produced.

The fact is that the representing software as models is an excelent idea, but there
is no guarantees about its correctness, conformance, quality or rigor.

Formal Methods (FM) and Model-Driven do not often appear in the same sen-
tence. Really, in a first moment we can see these words as representing disjoint areas.

However, if we reflect over this subject, we can envision that FM could strongly
benefit MDD in some problems highlighted above as:

1. models could be formally specified, that is, models, metamodels and transfor-
mations could be specified using some formal method. This makes it possible
to enforce and restrict the model expressiveness (through some formal lexical,
syntatical and semantical value), becoming this totally measurable, allowing in-
creasing or reducing the models according to the projects necessities;

2. models could be formally verified: again the models, metamodels and transfor-
mations specified in a formal way could be, either, formally verified. Additionally,
this verification could be automatic once there are already tools and languages that
do this kind of verification.

Additionally, the inverse situation can happen as well.

Formal methods allow a software engineer to create a specification that is more
complete, consistent, and unambiguous than those produced using conventional or object-
oriented methods. Set theory and logic notation are used to create a clear state-
ment of facts (requirements). This mathematical specification can then be analyzed to
prove correctness and consistency. Because the specification is created using mathe-
matical notation, it is inherently less ambiguous that informal modes of representation
[Pressman 2014].

FM have not been widely adopted in Software Engineering Industry (except Crit-
ical Systems, and Critical Embedded Systems) because [Pressman 2010]:

1http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/
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1. few software developers have the necessary background to apply formal methods,
extensive training is required;

2. it is difficult to use the models as a communication mechanism for technically
unsophisticated customers;

3. the development of formal models is currently quite time consuming and expen-
sive.

But, considering MDD encompasses as least the high level and abstract software
representation as models and software producing automation, MDD could help FM to
increase level of abstraction in Formal Methods adoption, decreasing training time; to
provide communication alternatives for customer and other stakeholders, and to automate
the production of formal models synthesis from abstract formal models, minimizing time
and cost.

Next section presents the research methodology we followed to investigate how
these methods (FM and MDD) have been associated and reported in the software engi-
neering literature.

3. Research Methodology

This paper aims to answer this research question: How and how much MDD and FM
have been associated in research? Answering that delivered a diagnostic report about
this research field status.

To investigate this research topic, a literature review was conducted following
Mapping Studies principles [Petersen et al. 2008, Kitchenham et al. 2010]. This is an
scientific investigation approach classified as an Exploratory Study once it has not the
responsibility to compare any tools or methods, but just investigate and present a broad
vision about some subject [Petersen et al. 2008].

A search was conducted using the string Model-Driven Development and Formal
Methods in the ACM Digital Library2 and Google Scholar3. Other scientific bases were
not considered.

Two selection criteria were chosen: 1) Title Reading, and 2) Abstract Reading.
Just papers and articles were considered in this research. After this step, the appropri-
ate ones were included to a subsequent paper entire reading, and the inappropriate were
discarded.

Once the search string was so broad, the amount of recovered results had been
huge. Research validity discussions are done in a following section. Next section presents
the results.

4. Results

Following the research methodology cited above, twenty-seven (27) papers were anal-
ysed. From those papers, eighteen (18) were considered appropriate and included while
nine (9) were discarded because they were not treating the expected theme.

2http://dl.acm.org/
3http://scholar.google.com
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Next subsections bring a quantitative analysis covering just numeric data, a qual-
itative analysis that discusses how MDD and MF have been associated in software engi-
neering literature, and a discussion about the research validity.

4.1. Quantitative Analysis

Two aspects were observed during the data collecting: the kind of formal techniques
focused on the papers, and the popularity of themes along the years.

Figure 1 presents the subject focused by the selected papers regarding to Formal
Methods. Six focused just on Formal Verification. These papers did not focused their
discussion on Formal Specification. Eight of them focused on Formal Specification and
did not consider the formal validation of these formal models. Four of them reported both
activities.

Figure 1. Research interest focused in papers.

Figure 2. Popularity of the research topic in years.

Figure 2 analyses the popularity of this topic. It is evident that considering the
amount of publications per year and the period covered by the selected results, the year
2012 has experienced a boom in this research topic, increasing in ten times the interest
considerind with the preceding year (2011).
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The only one paper written in 2013 recovered by the search was discarded. The
research has been performed during 2013 November.

4.2. Qualitative Analysis
Between the works analysed, we found most of papers dealing with the association be-
tween FM and MDD as expected: some of them presented solutions to formally specify
MDD artifacts, while others presented solutions to formally verify MDD artifacts.

Between the formalisms used we can highlight B, Z, Z3, formal diagrams as
Statecharts, Petri Nets and UML extensions; EMF Modeling Operations (EMO), OCL,
NuSMV, and so on.

About Model Transformations and FM, Three approaches have been used in the
verification of Model Transformations [Lano et al. 2012] :

1. transformation code verifying (syntathic analysis);
2. mapping from transformation to a formalism in which the semantic analysis can

be performed;
3. specifying transformations in a formalism for proof and implementation synthesis

as a proof by construction.

Not so much papers from 2013 were recovered. One possible interpretation is that
once the research has been performed in 2013, some conferences have been not indexed
yet by the Scientific Search Engines while the research was being performed. However,
the tendence of the results shows that 2013 could have even more papers dedicated to the
highlighted research topic if the statistical increase keeps ascending.

No one result was found about how MDD could be used to increase formal meth-
ods level of abstraction to face those features that becomes the Formal Methods broad
adoption in software engineering industry a hard task, except for those domains where it
is imperative, as aeronautics, critical embedded systems, critical medical systems, mili-
tary, and others.

This is a valuable contribution of this research, once it opens a new direction of
research inside the conjunction of Formal Methods and MDD, introducing a new thread
inside a research topic that can be considered, after these results, a hot topic and buzz
words in Software Engineering research.

4.3. Research Credibility Discussion
This research was conducted under a strict available time, into the context of a PhD course
in Formal Software Specification. This is the reason because not all the papers recovered
were considered for the research.

Considering the nature of the study (exploratory) and the high-level and abstract-
edness of the search string, it is possible to suppose that the credibility of the study was
not affected, once there was not an intention to be rigorous about the Scientific Search
Bases amount, the papers number coverage or a strict comparing between mappings as it
happens in Systematic Reviews.

The intention of this research is to give a panorama of how these research fields
have been associated along the years, demonstrating a research tendence and an increasing
interest.
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The slice of papers cutted from the recovered results was specific. Consid-
ering the papers more aligned with the search string are recovered in the first po-
sitions of result in Information Retrieval Systems[Graciano Neto and Ambrosio 2009,
Graciano Neto et al. 2009], the first ones were taken as more representative for the re-
search question. So, with some percentual and statistic variation, we believe the first
results can be considered the more relevant results for this research question.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presented results of an exploratory study conducted to answer the following
research question: How and how much Model-Driven Development (MDD) and Formal
Methods (FM) have been associated in research?

Answering that delivered a diagnostic report about this research field status, giving
a panorama of how these research fields have been associated along the years, demonstrat-
ing a research tendence.

The main contribution of the paper is the opening of a new direction of research
inside the conjunction of FM and MDD: the use of MDD to increase formal methods
level of abstraction to face FM low adoption in Software Engineering industry. This can
be glimpsed as a bew research direction for Software Engineering area in the present and
next years.

It is possible to conclude that this research field has increased along the years,
what shows promising results and cross-fertilizing benefits when these investigation areas
are associated.

As future work, a more strict exploration could be performed over this theme,
establishing a more restrict protocol and considering a larger slice of recovered papers,
amplifying the research coverage. Furthermore, the new research direction identified can
be explored, proposing new methods, models and techniques to deliver some building
blocks to edify the basis for a more tangent, human, high-level and touchable formal
methods process.
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